
 
NB: colours are depicted as accurately as printing process allows. All quotes, samples, enquiries and sales are  made 

subject to our standard conditions published in detail at www.tilemob.com.au/conditions.     E.&O.E.                         

For further information, contact our commercial division on PH (07) 3355 5055 or e-mail: sales@tilemob.com.au               

The Tile Mob Pty Ltd ABN 95 069 987 524 

►tiles ►stone ►mosaics ►slate ►terracotta 

www.tilemob.com.au 

 

inspiration series  

 

BLACK-WHITE SECTOR MATT INSPIRATION 

NC227885 

200x200mm 

Slip-resist Rating: WP-4  

** Allow at least 12-16 weeks lead time from date of order confirmation. This lead time is subject to 

stock availability overseas. A minimum order quantity may apply.  
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NB: colours are depicted as accurately as printing process allows. All quotes, samples, enquiries and sales are  made 

subject to our standard conditions published in detail at www.tilemob.com.au/conditions.     E.&O.E.                         

For further information, contact our commercial division on PH (07) 3355 5055 or e-mail: sales@tilemob.com.au               

The Tile Mob Pty Ltd ABN 95 069 987 524 

►tiles ►stone ►mosaics ►slate ►terracotta 

www.tilemob.com.au 

 

inspiration series   

 

BLACK-WHITE RADIUS MATT INSPIRATION 

NC227886 

200x200mm 

Slip-resist Rating: WP-4  

** Allow at least 12-16 weeks lead time from date of order confirmation. This lead time is subject to 

stock availability overseas. A minimum order quantity may apply.  
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NB: colours are depicted as accurately as printing process allows. All quotes, samples, enquiries and sales are  made 

subject to our standard conditions published in detail at www.tilemob.com.au/conditions.     E.&O.E.                         

For further information, contact our commercial division on PH (07) 3355 5055 or e-mail: sales@tilemob.com.au               

The Tile Mob Pty Ltd ABN 95 069 987 524 

►tiles ►stone ►mosaics ►slate ►terracotta 

www.tilemob.com.au 

 

inspiration series   

 

BLACK-WHITE TEXTILE MATT INSPIRATION 

NC227887 

200x200mm 

Slip-resist Rating: WP-4  

** Allow at least 12-16 weeks lead time from date of order confirmation. This lead time is subject to 

stock availability overseas. A minimum order quantity may apply.  
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NB: colours are depicted as accurately as printing process allows. All quotes, samples, enquiries and sales are  made 

subject to our standard conditions published in detail at www.tilemob.com.au/conditions.     E.&O.E.                         

For further information, contact our commercial division on PH (07) 3355 5055 or e-mail: sales@tilemob.com.au               

The Tile Mob Pty Ltd ABN 95 069 987 524 

►tiles ►stone ►mosaics ►slate ►terracotta 

www.tilemob.com.au 

 

inspiration series   

 

BLACK-WHITE ZONE MATT INSPIRATION 

NC227888 

200x200mm 

Slip-resist Rating: WP-4  

** Allow at least 12-16 weeks lead time from date of order confirmation. This lead time is subject to 

stock availability overseas. A minimum order quantity may apply.  
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NB: colours are depicted as accurately as printing process allows. All quotes, samples, enquiries and sales are  made 

subject to our standard conditions published in detail at www.tilemob.com.au/conditions.     E.&O.E.                         

For further information, contact our commercial division on PH (07) 3355 5055 or e-mail: sales@tilemob.com.au               

The Tile Mob Pty Ltd ABN 95 069 987 524 

►tiles ►stone ►mosaics ►slate ►terracotta 

www.tilemob.com.au 

 

inspiration series   

 

BLACK-WHITE CRESCENT MATT INSPIRATION 

NC227889 

200x200mm 

Slip-resist Rating: WP-4  

** Allow at least 12-16 weeks lead time from date of order confirmation. This lead time is subject to 

stock availability overseas. A minimum order quantity may apply.  
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NB: colours are depicted as accurately as printing process allows. All quotes, samples, enquiries and sales are  made 

subject to our standard conditions published in detail at www.tilemob.com.au/conditions.     E.&O.E.                         

For further information, contact our commercial division on PH (07) 3355 5055 or e-mail: sales@tilemob.com.au               

The Tile Mob Pty Ltd ABN 95 069 987 524 

►tiles ►stone ►mosaics ►slate ►terracotta 

www.tilemob.com.au 

 

inspiration series   

 

BLACK-WHITE KITE MATT INSPIRATION 

NC227890 

200x200mm 

Slip-resist Rating: WP-4  

** Allow at least 12-16 weeks lead time from date of order confirmation. This lead time is subject to 

stock availability overseas. A minimum order quantity may apply.  
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NB: colours are depicted as accurately as printing process allows. All quotes, samples, enquiries and sales are  made 

subject to our standard conditions published in detail at www.tilemob.com.au/conditions.     E.&O.E.                         

For further information, contact our commercial division on PH (07) 3355 5055 or e-mail: sales@tilemob.com.au               

The Tile Mob Pty Ltd ABN 95 069 987 524 

►tiles ►stone ►mosaics ►slate ►terracotta 

www.tilemob.com.au 

 

inspiration series  

  

 

BLACK-WHITE STYLE MATT INSPIRATION 

NC227891 

200x200mm 

Slip-resist Rating: WP-4  

** Allow at least 12-16 weeks lead time from date of order confirmation. This lead time is subject to 

stock availability overseas. A minimum order quantity may apply.  
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NB: colours are depicted as accurately as printing process allows. All quotes, samples, enquiries and sales are  made 

subject to our standard conditions published in detail at www.tilemob.com.au/conditions.     E.&O.E.                         

For further information, contact our commercial division on PH (07) 3355 5055 or e-mail: sales@tilemob.com.au               

The Tile Mob Pty Ltd ABN 95 069 987 524 

►tiles ►stone ►mosaics ►slate ►terracotta 

www.tilemob.com.au 

 

inspiration series   

 

BLACK-WHITE DIVERSE MATT INSPIRATION 

NC227892 

200x200mm 

Slip-resist Rating: WP-4  

** Allow at least 12-16 weeks lead time from date of order confirmation. This lead time is subject to 

stock availability overseas. A minimum order quantity may apply.  
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